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Science and Society



Broader Impacts

• Broaden participation
• STEM education
• Public engagement with science
• Societal well-being 
• National security
• Economic competitiveness
• Infrastructure for research and 

education



The Deficit Model

People are empty vessels into 
which we can pour scientific 

information.



Shifting Goals in Public Engagement

Public Outreach
Increase science literacy

Public Engagement 
Facilitate dialogue



“…Fostering relationships for open-minded  exchange between scientists 
and the public, with an emphasis on reaching those who cannot or do not 

engage with science in conventional ways…”



Traditional venues



Venues that Improve Accessibility

Correctional facilities Bars and Cafes 

Nonprofit organizationsSenior Centers



Training Process



Formats

Current
• In person cohorts
• Online training
• BI support
• Professional society 

workshops

In the future
• Train the trainer

Salt Lake City

Nationwide



Ornithology and Music



Microbiology and Cooking



Water Conservation and Inmate Job Training



Outcomes

• 65 scientists trained
• 2000+ people in 45 unique 

venues
• 95% of Ambassadors:  

experience valuable/highly 
valuable
• 95% of focal group 

members: Ambassadors 
communicated well
• Participants open to science 

in non-traditional venues

Outcomes published in BioScience 2019 and on informalscience.org



Broader Impacts Applications
UU Center for Chemical Innovation

• Generating ideas & writing
• Training in science communication
• Implementation support
• Evaluation tools



Training Overview



Connect Overview

1. Interview
• Research
• Personal statement
• Motivations

2. Generate Keywords
3. Brainstorm



Focal Group Connection
Gardeners Gardeners like to attract birds to their yards. They can also 

help improve bird habitat
Truck drivers Truck drivers travel long distances as do migratory birds, and

value stop over sites.
Outdoor guides Outdoor enthusiasts might be interested in knowing about 

the birds they see and could contribute to birding databases 

Birding Running Cat ownerSkiing

Stop over 
sites Birds

Outdoor
enthusiast

Conservation Habitat LossMigration

Connect Example



Connect Interview

• Two roles
1. Interviewer
2. Ambassador

• Interviewer ask questions
• Ambassador respond (use bio)
• List keywords 



Connect Brainstorm

Brainstorm focal groups based on keywords
Don’t worry about specifics or logistics

FatherAntibiotic 
Resistance

Stop over 
sitesMigration SpiritualForest 

Ecology
Outdoor TrailsWildlife 

Biology

Direct ConnectionIndirect ConnectionMetaphor ConnectionPersonal/Professional Benefit



Connections
Forest Ecologist

Inmates Woodworkers/artists Farmers

ClimbersReligious groupsHikers/backpackers



Connections
Astronomy

Youth shelters Solar energy users Electricians

Parks/ Star gazers Homeowners, gutter installers Night sky photographers



Immersion

• Engage with new people
• Learn customs of group
• Demonstrate respect for 

group’s way of knowing
• Form authentic 

connections
• Inform engagement 

design



Immersion Steps

Identify 
Venues & 
Contacts

Prepare Intro Contact Group 
Reps

Prepare 
Questions

Conduct 
Immersion Reflect



Trees as Spiritual Symbols and Metaphors



BIBLE REFERENCES TO TREES & FORESTS
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Venue



Introduction

As as child I climbed trees, and 
now study tropical rainforests. 

I am aware that trees are 
important as religious symbols. I 
read the Bible, and found 328 
references to trees. 

I wish to share my interest in 
trees with faith-based groups, 
and learn about how trees are 
perceived by your church.



Google/ call/e-
mail

Scientists’ Own 
Social Networks

Recommendations 
from others

Contacts



Questions

• Who visits this venue?
• Why do people visit?
• What do they value? 
• What are their traditions?
• How do they communicate?
• What are the constraints?



Site Visit



Reflection

Observations Interpretations/ Insights
• Sermons delivered from 

pulpit on Sundays (~20 
min), two 
sermons/morning

• People gather for coffee 
after

• People of all ages visit 
venue 

• Spirituality and sense of 
community are valued

• Coffee gatherings provide 
opportunity to engage

• Classroom lecture format 
is inappropriate

• Engagement via sermon 
should last no more than 
20 mins, show emotion, 
repetition, no notes

• Activity should appeal to 
all ages and incorporate 
spirituality and community



Conservation Biology

Engagement



Immersion Resources & Training

• Reading packet
• Role play exercise
• Tips

1. Track contacts 
2. Prepare “insightful” not 

“vague” questions
3. Refer engagement 

requests to STEMAP
4. Approach as a 

collaboration



Design

Transform immersion notes into engagement activity



Process

Reflect on 
immersion

Select 
Objectives

Generate 
Insight 

Statement

Brainstorm Draft Proposal



• Increase excitement about science to communicate 
content

• Convey science knowledge content 

Knowledge Objectives



Ambassador Objectives

• Highlight shared values

• Reveal that scientists have “identities” outside of science and 
open door to sharing in a common identity

• Show that scientists care about the community’s well-being 
and opinions

• Demonstrate scientists’ desire to learn from and with others 
(not just teach)

• Increase accessibility of scientists to community and 
community to scientists

Modified from Besley et al, 2017



Insight Statement

How might I engage with (description of
group)…to…(objective)?

• Describe group (who are they, what do they value?)
• Mention constraints (security rules, time limits)
• Include your objective(s)



Define

How might I engage with citizens at a community council 
meeting who have offered me 10 minutes to speak and are 
concerned with quality of life in Salt Lake City to better 
understand perception of air quality issues, increase 
accessibility of air quality research, and recruit participants 
for citizen science projects?



Define

How might I engage with 
school-aged children on an 
adaptive climbing trip in the 
Cottonwoods, with limited group 
time and technology, to increase 
excitement about science, 
convey that the Cottonwoods 
are an important source of 
water, and demonstrate that we 
share values and interests?



Brainstorm

• Reference insight 
statement

• Say each idea out loud
• Avoid spending too much 

time on any one idea
• No bad ideas!



Evidence-based Science Communication

• Building a common vision
• Questioning strategies
• Jargon
• Narrative



Common Vision



Questions to Facilitate Inquiry and 
Understand Preconceptions

1. Opening
• Invite participation
• Get to know someone

2. Exploration
• Encourage discovery and 

thoughtfulness
3. Making-meaning
• Encourage reflection
• Support inference



Jargon

• Technical terms (electrochemistry)
• Avoid or define

• Multiple definitions (organic)
• Avoid or define

• $100 words (mechanism)
• Avoid

• Buzzwords (novel)
• Avoid



Narrative

• Relatable stories
• Your path to science
• Challenges faced
• Funny anecdotes
• Excitement of making a 

new discovery
• Mystery
• Historical National Geographic March 2018



Engage

Informed by focal group and delivered in group venue

Argentinian café Youth center Outdoor guide training



Reflect

Newsletter

Surveys



BI Formats

1. Connection interview to 
identify focal group; write in 
training to contact and 
implement



BI Formats

1. Connection interview to 
identify focal group; write in 
training to contact and 
implement

2. Connect and immersion 
training to identify and make 
contact with focal group; write 
in group, design, and engage 
training



BI Formats

1. Connection interview to 
identify focal group; write in 
training to contact and 
implement

2. Connect and immersion 
training to identify and make 
contact with focal group; write 
in group, design, and engage 
training

3. Complete full training; write 
subsequent activities into BI 
with focal group



Discussion

• Would you use these 
materials? How?
• What resources would be 

most useful to you?
• What are other BI offerings 

STEMAP should provide?


